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Chaos-Based Turbo Systems in Fading Channels
Francisco J. Escribano, Member, IEEE, Alexandre Wagemakers, and Miguel A. F. Sanjuán

Abstract—The growing demand for ubiquitous wireless com-
munication services requires powerful coding and modulation
schemes to counteract the signal degradation in the air interface,
preferably without resorting to costly hardware. Previous work
has demonstrated that chaos-based coded modulations could be
robust in the flat fading channel. In this paper we illustrate
that, as the flat fading channel quality degrades, parallel concate-
nated chaos-based coded modulations can provide better error
performance than non-chaotic counterparts. Therefore, this joint
coding and modulation approach may contribute to power saving
in common adverse channel conditions. Moreover, we show that
it is possible to manage its spectral efficiency while keeping its
robustness under fading.

Index Terms—Chaos, Concatenated coding, Error analysis,
Iterative decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE possibility of using chaotic signals to carry infor-
mation was first introduced in the early 90s [1]. At the

beginning, this became a hot topic in nonlinear science and
engineering because chaotic signals were considered to pro-
vide good properties for a number of important applications.
For example, the uncorrelation and unpredictability properties
of chaotic sequences seemed to be appropriate for secure
communications or multiple access systems, thus promoting
a great deal of research [2]. However, this interest decayed
because many of the systems proposed were not so competitive
as expected [3].

As a contrast with this situation, we have witnessed during
the past decade the publication of some proposals compet-
itive to the state-of-the-art standard systems. Some works,
for example, ascertain the possibilities of chaos in secure
communications [4], [5]. Chaos-based systems working at the
waveform level have already shown to be of potential use in
multipath fading channels [6]–[9], while chaos-based systems
working at the coding level [10]–[12] behave well in multiuser
channels. Other publications have stressed the fact that chaos-
based coded modulated (CCM) systems working at a joint
waveform and coding level can be specially efficient under
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [13]–[17]. These CCM
systems have as well proved to be of potential interest in some
classes of dispersive channels, as under flat fading [18], or
intersymbol interference [19].

The extraordinary development of successful chaos-based
communications has been enabled by the building of a com-
prehensive bridge linking the fields of chaos theory and
digital communications. Some key achievements rely on the
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equivalent trellis encoder view of a family of CCM systems
[13], [20], [21]. The related trellis coding and decoding steps
give the possibility to design parallel concatenated CCM (PC-
CCM) systems exhibiting coding gains comparable to those
achieved with standard binary parallel concatenated systems
[14]. This has led very recently to the proposal of serially con-
catenated systems with promising performances [16]. Using
concatenated coding and iterative decoding opens the road to
practical applications, by taking advantage of one of the main
strategies preferred nowadays to improve performance without
increasing too much the processing requirements [22].

On the other hand, wireless communications keep focusing
much of the research effort in the area due to the overall
deployment of 3G and 4G networks. Therefore, there is a
growing demand for higher throughputs in very low reliable
air interfaces, which are adversely affected by such inconve-
niences as fading, Doppler effects and the like [23]. As it
has been mentioned, CCM blocks used individually possess
some interesting properties in frequency non-selective fast
fading channels [18]. This, together with the fact that PCCCM
systems yield performances comparable to more standard
concatenated systems [14], gives a promising perspective to
the employment of PCCCM under flat fading. PCCCM may
not be a clear match for binary turbocodes or turbo trellis
coded modulation (TTCM) systems [24] in AWGN. However,
as the line-of-sight (LOS) component of the signal vanishes
and the transmission is progressively effectuated through the
dispersive component (transition from a Rician to a Rayleigh
flat fading channel [25]), PCCCM can provide better bit error
rate (BER). It is worth noting that one of the drawbacks of the
CCM systems is the difficulty to manage spectral efficiency,
since they basically work at an individual rate of 1 symbol per
input bit. We show here that puncturing can help to introduce a
higher spectral efficiency while still providing a good balance
between degradation and coding gain.

According to all this, in Section II, we briefly review the
main aspects of the chaos-based system setup. In Section III
we provide analytic insight on the behavior of such systems,
their potential advantages and trade-offs, by characterizing
error floor bounds and mutual information transfer plots. In
Section IV we give extensive simulation results and discuss
the possibilities of the proposed systems as compared with
well understood and practical counterparts, such as binary
turbocodes and TTCM systems. Section V is devoted to the
conclusions.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The PCCCM systems considered here are of the same kind
as the ones proposed in [14], based on the CCM blocks
analyzed in [18] under flat fading. Therefore, we do not review
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them in full detail, and only recall the main definitions. We
will add a new feature for this kind of CCM systems, the
phase mapping of the symbols, which will prove to provide
advantages.

A. Parallel Concatenated Encoder

The concatenated encoder consists in two CCM subsys-
tems which accept as input successive blocks of N bits,
b = {b1, · · · , bN} for one CCM and c = {c1, · · · , cN}
for the other, where c is the interleaved counterpart of b.
The first CCM produces a block of chaos encoded samples
x2n−1, n = 1, · · · , N , at a rate of 1 sample per input bit, and
the second CCM produces a second block of chaos encoded
samples x2n, n = 1, · · · , N , at the same rate (see Fig. 1).
The PCCCM outputs blocks of size 2N (total rate in this
setup R = 1/2 bits per chaotic symbol). The interleaver kind
considered here is the well known S-random interleaver [26].
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the unpunctured concatenated coded modulator.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, a CCM block outputs chaos-
like samples zn, obtained by an encoding process that can be
described by an equivalent trellis (finite-state) encoder with
2Q states, so that zn is quantized over 2Q values (zn ∈ SQ =

{z0, · · · , z2Q−1}), uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1].
Further details can be found in [14]. The key point is that,
as there is a one-to-one correspondence between the finite-
state machine state at time n and the output value zn, the
properties of the chaos-based sequence are kept regardless of
the initial state of the finite-state machine process and the
corresponding initial z0 value. For convenience, this initial
state is taken as the all-zero value, so that it is known at the
decoding stage to properly initialize it, as it will be shown
in the Subsection devoted to the iterative decoder. Note how
a CCM block consists of Q binary memory positions (ri in
the picture), a weighted sum of their contents, and a feedback
loop to ensure the interleaver coding gain. We denote the CCM
encoder state as si ∈ {s0, · · · , s2Q−1}, so that si ↔ zi ∈ SQ.
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Fig. 2. CCM as a combination of a finite-state machine core and a mapper.

The xn chaos encoded sample is obtained by mapping the
zn value from the interval [0, 1] to a more convenient set of
values, in order to adapt better to the channel characteristics,
as shown in Fig. 2. We have chosen these two possibilities:

• Amplitude mapping, where the [0, 1] interval is mapped
symmetrically to the [−1, 1] interval:

xn = 2zn − 1. (1)

• Phase mapping, where the values in [0, 1] are used to
drive the phase in the interval [0, 2π] of a set of baseband-
equivalent complex-valued samples with normalized am-
plitude:

xn = e2πjzn . (2)

This latter kind of mapping had not been applied before to the
CCM systems used here, so that it is a novel approach. In the
results section, we will verify that phase mapping can help to
get significant gains.
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Fig. 3. Finite-state machine equivalent of an mTM CCM.
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Fig. 4. Finite-state machine equivalent of an ImTM CCM.

The main CCM building blocks considered in our examples
are the mTM (multi-tent map), and the ImTM (inverse multi-
tent map), whose corresponding finite-state machine equiv-
alent and underlying maps are shown in Figs. 3, 5(a), 4
and 5(b), respectively. The details and definitions can be
found in [14], equations (4), (5) and (6). We provide also
comparisons using other CCM systems, such as the multi-
Bernoulli shift map (mBSM) and the tent map (TM). All these
CCM building blocks have been characterized and extensively
used in previous research works [14], [18], and, therefore,
we only provide results for some of their combinations. The
combinations chosen serve to highlight properties and trade-
offs. The objective is to get evidences of their competitive
possibilities against standard counterparts, and establish their
limitations, along with design and evaluation criteria.

B. Channel Model

We consider here the frequency non-selective fast flat fading
channel, so that the signal arriving at the decoder side will be

rk = ak · xk + nk, k = 1, · · · , 2N, (3)
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Fig. 5. Maps for the main constituent CCM encoders. (a) mTM; (b) ImTM.

where nk are samples of a complex AWGN process with
power σ2. The fading sample, ak, corresponds to an uncor-
related Rician process with parameter K [27]. The amplitude
|a| of this fading process sequence is described by a Rician
probability density function (pdf) given by

p(|a|) = 2|a|(1 +K)e−|a|2(1+K)−KI0

(
2|a|

√
K(K + 1)

)
,

where I0(·) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind, K is the ratio of specular to diffuse energy [27],
and |a| ≥ 0. K = 0 corresponds to the Rayleigh case, and
K → ∞, to no fading. The mean and variance of |a| are
given by

η|a| =
1
2

√
π

1+K e−
K
2

[
(1 +K)I0

(
K
2

)
+KI1

(
K
2

)]
σ2
|a| = 1− η2a,

where I1(·) is the first-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind. Note that E[|a|2] = 1, so that the signal to noise
ratio at the receiver side is not affected, and comparisons
are easily made as functions of Eb/N0 and K. According
to the channel model chosen, the phase of the fading process
sequence ∠ (a) corresponds to a uniform random variable in
the interval [0, 2π). These expressions model a wireless setup
where the fading channel is fully interleaved (uncorrelated fast
fading samples) and the line of sight (LoS) component of the
transmitted signal varies from null (Rayleigh case, K = 0) to
no dispersed component (K → ∞) [25].

C. Iterative Decoder

The block of received samples (3) is fed to an iterative
decoder for further processing. We assume also some method
to estimate the channel so that conditions of perfect channel
state information (CSI) exist. The channel coefficients ak are
fed to the decoding blocks through the CSI port in Fig. 6. Let
us briefly review the maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding
algorithm for the chaos-based soft-input soft-output (SISO)
modules in said Fig. 6 [14]. If the first CCM encoder is initially
at state si and an input bit bn drives it at state sj at time n,
with associated output x2n−1, the output log-probability ratio
Λ(bn; O) is calculated as follows1

Λ(bn; O) = log p(bn=1;O)
p(bn=0;O) =

log

∑
si−−−→

bn=1
sj

exp(αn(si)+π(x2n−1;I)+βn(sj))∑
si−−−→

bn=0
sj

exp(αn(si)+π(x2n−1;I)+βn(sj))
, (4)

1In all the following, (·; O) denotes output values or probabilities, and
(·; I), input values or probabilities.

where the summations are taken over all possible transitions
si−−−→bn=b

sj between pairs of states where the bit bn takes the
value b ∈ {0, 1}, and n = 1, · · · , N . The quantities αn(·) and
βn(·) are the well known forward-backward log-probabilities
of the MAP algorithm. The transition log-probability of the
channel π(x2n−1; I) = log [p(r2n−1|x2n−1)] is the input
metric for the algorithm, calculated as

π(x2n−1; I) = A|r2n−1 − a2n−1 · x2n−1|2 +B, (5)

where A and B are constants which depend on the signal to
noise ratio Eb/N0 [14]. The second SISO can be described in
the same way, just by writing cn instead of bn, x2n instead of
x2n−1, and r2n instead of r2n−1 (see Fig. 6). The initial state
for the SISO algorithm is taken as the all-zero value, according
to the initial state used in the CCM encoding process.
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Fig. 6. Scheme of the iterative decoder.

Once the iterative decoding algorithm is working in its
intended way, the output probability estimations of one SISO
decoder (Λ(bn; O), Λ(cn; O)) act as input probability estima-
tions for the other one (Λ(cn; I), Λ(bn; I), after the interleaving
and deinterleaving stages, respectively), until a fixed number
of iterations is reached and a decision is made to get the
block of decoded bits b̂n, n = 1, · · · , N . Notice that the
main difference of this algorithm with respect to the decoding
algorithm of a standard binary turbocode lies in the fact that
there are 2Q possible different symbols in the channel to be
accounted for when calculating the log transition metrics. In
the case of TTCM, the main difference resides in the fact
that they are intended to provide spectral efficiency with good
BER down to the error floor region [24]. PCCCM systems lie
somewhat in between.

D. Increasing Spectral Efficiency

As it has been shown, a CCM is a kind of TCM system
with a priori no spectral efficiency, since it works at a rate
of R = 1 symbol per bit, and therefore a PCCCM with
two constituent CCM works at the rate of R = 1/2 symbol
per bit. To increase efficiency and make PCCCM competitive
with TTCM, puncturing is one of the most straightforward

Fig. 7. Puncturing operation on the stream of symbols sent through the
channel. The input for the decoder is represented as done for the phase
mapping case.
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possibilities [24]. The puncturing chosen is different from the
classical approach of puncturing bits at each component code:
the quantized chaos-like sequence is punctured symbol-wise
instead. An equivalent situation has been studied for TCM
setups [28]. In our test cases, one symbol out of every two
will be removed for each CCM, so that the block of symbols
in the channel will have length N , corresponding to a block
of input bits of length N . This allows a rate of R = 1 symbol
per bit for the joint PCCCM. The operation on the symbol
stream is depicted in Fig. 7, and corresponds to a puncturing
pattern p = (1, 0) [29].

This puncturing pattern is the most reasonable choice to
optimize the spectral efficiency in the view of the chaotic
paradigm. The correlation among the resulting chaotic-like
sequences is preserved so as to ensure the correct decoding of
the symbols with a limited amount of degradation. Moreover
the statistics of the symbol stream in the channel are similar
to the unpunctured case. In the results section, we will show
that the comparative advantage of PCCCM under Rayleigh flat
fading are kept even when punctured. From the point of view
of the finite state machine, skipping more than one symbol
implies more uncertainty and more divergence while decoding
the punctured symbols. Any other choice (as for example
skipping all symbols from one of the CCM blocks), would
lead to a serious loss of information.

A similar puncturing approach has been proposed by
Robertson et al. for a TTCM system [29], although the
motivation for their choice is somehow different. We cannot
supply exhaustive simulations of all the possible puncturing
sequences. However, in order to illustrate the comparative
advantage of skipping only one symbol out of every two
consecutive ones, we have performed a simulation with a dif-
ferent puncturing pattern. In this case, the bandwidth efficiency
is again 1 bit per channel use. The alternative puncturing
sequence is given by the pattern p = (1, 0, 0, 1), where two
symbols out of four consecutive have been punctured. This
leads to three transitions in each CCM decoding trellis affected
by uncertainty. The resulting BER is obviously worse leading
to a loss of 0.5 dB for the same bit error rate target, as seen in
Fig. 8. If we focus on the chaotic dynamic of the underlying
map, this is explained because sequences with close initial
values diverge exponentially when iterated through the map,
and so it is not convenient to skip more than one consecutive
symbol in order to control the resulting degradation.

With respect to the modifications needed at the decoding
stage to account for the punctured symbols, the new decoder
is quite easy to implement just by weighting the probabilities
of the removed transitions with equal probability metric values,
while basically keeping the SISO structure unaffected [29]. In
the case of phase mapping, this is done straightforwardly by
introducing null dummy symbols in the place of the punctured
ones, as shown in Fig.7. This dummy symbol has equal
distance with respect to any possible symbol at the output of
each CCM, and therefore it leads naturally to equal metrics.
In the case of amplitude mapping, the punctured symbol is
forced to have 1/2Q probability metric in the trellis, since there
are 2Q possible symbol values. Once this is done, the SISO
decoder works as with unpunctured sequences. As stated, we
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Fig. 8. Difference in the BER due to an alternative puncturing pattern.

will see that, although there is some loss with respect to the
R = 1/2 case, there is still a gain in comparison with similar
TTCM systems, specially under flat fading.

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Concatenated systems with iterative decoding can be well
characterized by studying their decoding convergence prop-
erties (mutual information transfer through density evolution)
and their bit error limits (error floor) [24].

A. Bounding the Error Floor

The behavior of the individual CCM systems in an uncorre-
lated flat fast fading channel affected by AWGN is analyzed in
[18], for the case of amplitude mapping of the chaos-based zn
samples (1). We will recall here the main results, adapt them
without loss of generality to phase mapping (2), and draw the
bounds for the error floor region of the parallel concatenation
of two CCM’s. Given that the original binary sequence b takes
equiprobable values 0 and 1, we can assume, for high Eb/N0

(i.e. in the error floor region), that the iterative decoding
yields results equivalent to a proper maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding based on the metrics described in (5). In this case,
a b′ erroneous sequence is decoded when its associated x′

chaos-based sequence meets
P∑
i=1

|ri − ai · xi|2 >
P∑

j=1

|rj − aj · x′
j |2, (6)

where P is either N or 2N for the punctured and unpunc-
tured cases, respectively. It is easy to see that, following
the approach of [18] adapted for complex valued samples
and taking into account that |ai| follows a Rician pdf with
parameter K, the pairwise error probability (PEP) given x
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Pe (x → x′|x) = Ea [Pe (x → x′|x,a)] ≤

≤ 1

2

P∏
i=1

1 +K

1 +K + R
4P

Eb

N0
|xi − x′

i|2
exp

(
−

K R
4P

Eb

N0
|xi − x′

i|2

1 +K + R
4P

Eb

N0
|xi − x′

i|2

)
. (7)

and x′ (Pe (x → x′|x)) is as shown in (7), where R is the
abovementioned rate in bits/symbol of the PCCCM, and Ea [·]
is the mathematical expectancy with respect to the fading
coefficients.

To derive an estimation for the bit error probability Pb

in the error floor region, we have to take into account the
dominant error events e = b⊕ b′ when Eb/N0 → ∞. It was
demonstrated in [18] that the error events in the uncorrelated
fast flat fading channel with CSI for any individual CCM are
the same as in the AWGN channel. The only change lies in the
calculation of the bound itself since the PEP of the sequences
x and x′ (corresponding to b and b′, respectively) is different
for both kind of channels. Note that, in any case, the bound
obtained under uncorrelated flat fast fading should converge
to the bound in AWGN when K → ∞.

Moreover, [14] shows that, in the case of using parallel
concatenated CCM with feedback, the dominant error events
in the error floor region for S-random interleavers consist in
the concatenation of 2 individual binary weight 2 error loops
for each CCM block. The structure of the binary error loops
is 100 · · · 001, and has a minimal length Lmin depending on
the kind of CCM and on the quantization factor Q set. In
general, Lmin = Q + p, where p is a positive integer in
{0, 1, 2} depending on the CCM structure. Said error loop
concatenation happens when the S factor of the interleaver is
high enough (S > 3 × Lmin) to avoid the concatenation of
just one error loop per CCM, which would offer very poor
distance properties.

c c’

b b’

L
1

L
2

L 3 L4

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0

CCM 1

CCM 2

Fig. 9. Concatenated error loop structure example.

Given all this, it has been found that, in the case of using
PCCCM in the uncorrelated fast flat fading channel, the same
properties hold, and so a bound can be developed taking into
account the concatenation of 2 individual binary weight 2
error events and their corresponding PEP. Fig. 9 depicts this
situation, so that 2 error loops in b for CCM 1 are interleaved
to 2 error loops in c for CCM 2. Error loop lengths Li,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 account for the fact that they may not always have
minimal lengths. They could exhibit lengths Li = mi · Lmin,
mi being a positive integer greater than 0. Nonetheless, their
appearance will be less likely as the cases with Li = Lmin,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 as Eb/N0 → ∞.

Therefore, a bound for the bit error probability can be

written as

Pbfloor ≈
ωmin ·Mloop

N
average(x,x′|e) {Pe (x → x′|x)} , (8)

where the average is calculated numerically for all pairs x,
x′ related through the mentioned kind of error events e, and
ωmin is the binary weight of the errors, i.e. 4 in this case.
Mloop is the number of loops of the kind described allowed by
the permutation structure of the interleaver chosen. It is self-
evident that x, x′ are only evaluated for their differing values,
i.e. for the 4 error loops of lengths Li, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Note
that, as the CCM blocks are nonlinear and they do not comply
with the uniform error property (UEP) [30], for the same error
loop concatenation e all the calculations with every possible
sequence x have to be made. As a result, the final value
of the bound depends on the previous value of xk (among
2Q possibilities) when the error loop starts, and also on all
the possible bj different bit information trajectories during
the extent of the individual error loop. For each individual
error loop with length Li, this amounts to performing 2Li ·2Q
calculations.

It is clear that a comprehensive bound may be quite un-
practical to calculate. We will resort here to approximating the
bound by the specific error loop with the minimum associated
product distance, calculated as

d2prod =
∏

L1,L2,L3,L4

|xi − x′
i|2 (9)

This product distance is taken along the 4 possible loops of
the corresponding error events. We take the product distance
as a more significant quantity in the fading channel, as seen
in (7), where the PEP tends to be inversely proportional to
d2prod as Eb/N0 → ∞. It will be shown that this is enough to
characterize the error floor region of a given PCCCM through:

Pbfloor >
ωmin ·Mloop

N
Pe (x → x′|x)|x′ ̸=x|min{d2

prod} .
(10)

Though the examination of the error loops and their role
in a corresponding bound have been originally developed for
the rate R = 1/2 bits/symbol PCCCM, all this is valid for the
punctured PCCCM (R = 1 bits/symbol). The main change to
be taken into account is the need to characterize the new loops
happening in the punctured CCM. Once this is made, all the
rest is straightforward. As could be expected, the error loops
for the punctured CCM run through the unpunctured trellis
during L steps (see Fig. 10), but contribute with distances
similar to the ones corresponding to an unpunctured loop of
length L′, i.e. roughly L/2.

B. Pinch-off Point Location through Density Evolution
By performing iterative decoding, the convergence of the

BER of a concatenated coded system to the error floor falls
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Fig. 10. Trellis of a Bernoulli shift map based CCM with Q = 3. Solid:
transition triggered by a 0. Dotted: transition triggered by a 1. Strong boldline:
path through the trellis followed by a typical error event. Weak boldline:
punctured out symbol and transition.

down abruptly around a given Eb/N0 threshold. This value
marks the so-called waterfall or pinch-off region [31]. Its
location gives an approximate value for the minimum useful
Eb/N0. As a consequence, having a tool to calculate and
characterize the pinch-off point is a key fact. Finding the
threshold has been traditionally done in concatenated systems
through the examination of the mutual information exchange
evolution of the a posteriori probability values at the output of
each SISO decoder [32]. The mutual information I for binary
data is defined and calculated as [24]

I =
1

2

∑
b=0,1

∫ ∞

−∞
p(Λ|b)log2

(
2p(Λ|b)

p(Λ|1) + p(Λ|0)

)
dΛ, (11)

where p(Λ|b) is the probability density function of the log
probability estimation ratio at the input (Λ = Λ(b; I)) or
output (Λ = Λ(b; O)) of the corresponding SISO when the
bit sent takes the value b. We have dropped the index in b,
and the arguments in Λ for simplicity (see Section II). Mutual
information thus defined is bounded between 0 and 1. I = 0
means that the probability distributions p(Λ|0) and p(Λ|1) are
not discernible, and I = 1, that the probability distributions
have no significant overlapping.

These concepts are in the basis of the so-called EXIT charts,
where the input / output mutual information characteristic for
each SISO is plotted as a continuous line evolving from a
minimum I value to I = 1 (when the encoder blocks are
recursive). In AWGN, these charts are generated by feeding
a Gaussian random variable (RV) as a priori information to
the SISO decoder, together with the corresponding AWGN
corrupted channel values, and numerically evaluate (11) over
the SISO outputs [32]. The Gaussian hypothesis is a good
approximation when using linear systems such as binary tur-
bocodes or TTCM. In those contexts, there are small deviations
from actual density evolution, and they are usually explained
by the presence of the finite size interleaver and the high
degree of correlation that appears between SISO inputs /
outputs after some iterations.

EXIT charts have already proved their usefulness in chaos-
based communications [15], specially under amplitude map-
ping [14]. Therefore, we are going to use them to get the
approximated Eb/N0 pinch-off thresholds. To test whether the
Gaussian hypothesis holds, we show in Figs. 11 and 12 the
histograms of the extrinsic data at the output of the SISO
for two instances of CCM under AWGN. For clarity, we

Fig. 11. Histogram of the extrinsic data for a mTM PCCCM, after 3 and 8
decoding iterations, for Eb/N0=1 dB.

Fig. 12. Histogram of the extrinsic data for an ImTM PCCCM, after 3 and
8 decoding iterations, for Eb/N0=1 dB.

only show the values for the case b = 1. For 3 iterations,
we can see that both histograms fit well to a Gaussian
distribution. For 8 iterations, the mTM data histogram fits
better to an extreme value distribution [33], while the ImTM
extrinsic data values are still reasonably Gaussian distributed.
Following these examples, we would expect a good agreement
between EXIT charts and the mutual information evolution
when using large interleavers for the ImTM case, up to number
of iterations. In the case of mTM, we would expect to witness
deviations after a few number of iterations.
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The aforementioned situation is made evident in Fig. 13.
Note that, for ImTM, both in the AWGN and flat fading
case, the EXIT chart and actual mutual information evolution
provide a good agreement, at least before the number of
iterations leads to a situation where the correlation between
SISO inputs / outputs becomes too high for the subsequent
iterations to be of any use [34]. Note also how we get a clear
mismatch in the mTM cases, as foreseen. This fact make the
EXIT charts in this latter case not so useful, although they
still provide valuable insight. It is worth pointing out that the
correlation between SISO inputs / outputs for mTM grows very
fast in each iteration. The reason is that the trellis structure of
said CCM has a special symmetry [35], so that not all the states
are uniformly visited depending on the starting state. This
in fact prevents spreading the extrinsic information efficiently
through the whole sequence.

(a) ImTM, AWGN, −0.1 dB (b) ImTM, fad., K = 0, Eb
N0

= 0.7dB

(c) mTM, AWGN, 0.1 dB (d) mTM, fad., K = 0, Eb
N0

= 0.8dB

Fig. 13. EXIT charts vs. actual mutual information average trajectory for
several PCCCM cases and environments. In all the cases, we use phase
mapping, no puncturing, the quantization factor is Q = 5, and the interleaver
chosen for the mutual information evolution simulations is an S-random
interleaver with N = 5500 ans S = 19.

In Table I, we can see the Eb/N0 thresholds in AWGN
for some combinations of CCM blocks, as calculated through
their corresponding EXIT charts. If we compare the estimated
thresholds with the actual ones given by BER simulations
(see Table III), we see that in many cases the differences
are bounded by 0.1 dB. We consider this to be a good
agreement. The exception are the cases involving the mTM
CCM, where differences reach 0.2 dB. All the CCM in the
examples, excepting mTM, have regular trellis structures and
keep almost Gaussian LLR’s for many iterations, and the SISO
inputs/outputs correlation grows by small amounts in each
decoding step.

In Table II, we provide the Eb/N0 thresholds for the same
cases, but in the Rayleigh flat fading channel (K = 0).
By comparing these values to the ones provided by BER
simulations (see Table IV), although the Gaussian hypothesis
for the LLR’s is not so well met now, we see that the Eb/N0

TM ImTM mTM mBSM
TM 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.1

ImTM 0.2 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1
mTM 0.4 −0.1 0.1 −0.2

mBSM 0.1 −0.1 −0.2 −0.4

TABLE I
PINCH-OFF Eb/N0 THRESHOLD (DB) IN THE AWGN CHANNEL,

UNPUNCTURED PCCCM WITH PHASE MAPPING, AND QUANTIZATION
FACTOR Q = 5.

differences are still limited to 0.1 dB. The exceptions to this
are again cases where the mTM CCM is present. Note that,
for growing K, we get closer and closer to a pure AWGN
channel, and therefore, for the Rician flat fading channel with
0 < K < ∞, the EXIT charts are expected to be as useful
and as accurate as their AWGN only, or AWGN plus K = 0
flat fading counterparts.

TM ImTM mTM mBSM
TM 1.9 1.1 1.2 0.9

ImTM 1.1 0.7 0.7 0.6
mTM 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.6

mBSM 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.4

TABLE II
PINCH-OFF Eb/N0 THRESHOLD (DB) IN THE FLAT FADING CHANNEL
WITH K = 0, UNPUNCTURED PCCCM WITH PHASE MAPPING, AND

QUANTIZATION FACTOR Q = 5.

All of this makes it evident that the EXIT charts are
still a good tool to get Eb/N0 thresholds and get valuable
information for this whole kind of chaos-based systems. In
the following, we are going to provide and analyze simulation
results that validate our approach.

C. Accuracy of Density Evolution Analysis

In Tables I and II, we provide a set of Eb/N0 values for
the approximated location of the pinch-off point for different
scenarios and different CCM combinations. To test the ac-
curacy of the data, we have performed simulations with the
systems exemplified before, setting pairs of CCM’s joined by
a N = 5500 S-random interleaver with S = 19. The BER
results in Fig. 14 correspond to the cases whose EXIT charts
are shown in Fig. 13. By analyzing these BER results, we have
collected the Eb/N0 values where the waterfall region starts,
which constitute the practical pinch-off thresholds.

In Table III we can see the experimental values for the
combinations of Table I. As stated, note how the absolute
differences are within 0.1 dB in most cases. The small
discrepancies are mainly due to the finite size interleaver,
which cannot prevent the building up of the data correlation
as iterations proceed. This is the reason for the progressive
diminishing of the mutual information growth towards 1 as
shown in the average mutual information trajectory in Figure
13. The bigger differences involve the mTM CCM, and are
related to the non-Gaussian density evolution of its LLR
values. This mismatch in AWGN is shown in Subfigure 13(c),
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(a) ImTM, AWGN (b) ImTM, fading, K = 0

(c) mTM, AWGN (d) mTM, fading, K = 0

Fig. 14. BER simulations corresponding to the cases depicted in Fig. 13.

where it is easy to foresee a lower threshold than the one
predicted by the EXIT charts: note how the average mutual
information grows faster up to a certain point for the same
Eb/N0.

TM ImTM mTM mBSM
TM 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.1

ImTM 0.2 −0.1 −0.1 −0.2
mTM 0.2 −0.1 −0.1 −0.2

mBSM 0.1 −0.2 −0.2 −0.4

TABLE III
PINCH-OFF Eb/N0 THRESHOLD (DB) AS IN TABLE I, CALCULATED

THROUGH BER SIMULATIONS WITH BLOCK SIZE N = 5500.

In Table IV we can verify the threshold values in Rayleigh
flat fading, and compare them to the theoretical EXIT-based
ones (Table II). Again, there are minor differences, explained
by the finite size interleaver, and bigger differences, always
involving the mTM CCM. This latter situation is as well
related to said non-Gaussian LLR density evolution (recall
Fig. 11). On the whole, we can say that the EXIT chart
is still a useful tool to predict threshold values, and even a
conservative one: see how the differences up to 0.2 dB for
mTM combinations represent that the actual threshold is lower
than the EXIT chart threshold.

TM ImTM mTM mBSM
TM 1.8 1.0 1.1 0.9

ImTM 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.6
mTM 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.6

mBSM 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.5

TABLE IV
PINCH-OFF Eb/N0 THRESHOLD (DB) AS IN TABLE II, CALCULATED

THROUGH BER SIMULATIONS WITH BLOCK SIZE N = 5500.

IV. BER RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To illustrate the performance of the chaos-based systems
we propose two different implementations of the PCCCM,
and compare them to some accepted industry or research
solutions. The first scenario consists in a PCCCM system
with amplitude mapping of the chaotic samples (1), compared
against binary turbocodes. The second comparison case is
based on a punctured PCCCM system with phase mapping (2)
tested against a TTCM system [24] with equivalent parameters.

One key feature in the soft-input soft-output algorithm for
each case is the approximation made to calculate the Jacobian
logarithm [36]

log(ea + eb) = max(a, b) + log(1 + e−|a−b|). (12)

For fairness’ sake, we have chosen the same standard Log-
MAP approximation for all the cases (PCCCM, TTCM and
binary turbocodes), where the correction term log(1+e−|a−b|)
is sampled and stored in a look-up table (LUT). We have taken
32 values evenly spaced for |x| = |a − b| in [0, 8[, while the
value for the correction term is 0 for x ≥ 8. This has been
shown to provide a good trade-off between decoding speed
and accuracy [37].

A. Amplitude Mapping vs. Turbocodes
The CCM finite-state machine produces quantized samples

of a chaotic sequence that belong to the [0, 1] interval. In
the amplitude mapping scheme, they are rescaled within the
interval [−1, 1], so that this communication scheme is in fact
related to a Pulse-Amplitude Modulation setup [38]. Moreover,
in absence of puncturing, the overall rate is R = 1/2. In
this context, we have chosen instances of the UMTS and
CDMA2000 turbocodes with BPSK mapping for performance
comparison, in both cases with rates R = 1/2, 16-states con-
stituent convolutional encoders and similar interleaver sizes.
In the UMTS case, the standardized interleaver size chosen
is 5114 [39], and, for CDMA2000, 6138 [40]. According to
this, the PCCCM systems simulated have Q = 4 (16-states
finite-state machine), and S-random interleavers with S = 19
and size N = 5500. In all the cases, the decoder performs up
to 16 iterations. The PCCCM is built from a combination of
two distinct CCM’s, an mTM CCM and an ImTM CCM, since
this structure has shown to provide a good trade-off between
pinch-off Eb/N0 threshold and final error floor levels.

On the other hand, both UMTS and CDMA2000 use native
rate 1/3 turbocodes, so that rate 1/2 has to be got using
puncturing, as defined in the corresponding standards [39],
[40]. We have therefore included as well the performance of
a native 1/2 binary turbocode, the duobinary one standardized
in WiMAX [41]. In this case, we have chosen a frame size
of 3840, which is the highest possible and the closest in
magnitude order to our setup. The constituent encoder has
8 states and, according to the UMTS and CDMA2000 cases,
BPSK mapping is used along with the WiMAX duobinary
turbocode to offer the same spectral efficiency as PCCCM
with amplitude mapping and no puncturing.

In Fig. 15, we group the BER results for K = 20 (almost no
fading), K = 5 (intermediate case) and K = 0 (Rayleigh fad-
ing with no LOS component). We can see that, though in the
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Fig. 15. Results in the Rician flat fading channel for different values of K.
CDMA2000 turbocode is depicted in dashed line, ’+’, UMTS turbocode is
depicted in dash-dotted line, ’x’, and WiMAX duobinary turbocode is depicted
in dashed line, ’v’. ImTM/mTM PCCCM results are depicted in solid line,
’o’.

case closest to the pure AWGN one the standard turbocodes
outperform the PCCCM system proposed, the latter, under
comparable circumstances, behaves considerably better as we
get closer to the Rayleigh fading case. The WiMAX duobinary
turbocode exhibits a specially good behavior at the start of
the waterfall region, but its BER crosses to the right of the
PCCCM plot for K = 0 as well. In fact, the PCCCM system
loses up to some tenths of dB less than the standard systems
with respect to the AWGN case. Previous results had already
pointed out that the sparse distance spectra of PCCCM (due
to the inherently nonlinear CCM constituent blocks) provide
potential advantages under uncorrelated flat fading [14], [18].
We verify here that this property can in fact be successfully
exploited to resist channel degradation as the LOS component
vanishes, for example, in mobile communications. Note that
this is quite a novelty respecting the usual linear systems
design criteria for concatenated systems that focus mainly on
minimum distance while relying on the hypothesis of error
event uniformity [24]. Note also how the bounds for the error
floor of the PCCCM cases depicted are quite tight, and can in
fact be very helpful in analyzing and designing this kind of
systems.

To further illustrate the behavior of the four systems with
respect to the continuous degradation of the channel from
AWGN to Rayleigh fading, we depict in Fig. 16 the Eb/N0

(dB) value required to reach a BER of 10−3 for the same
systems and same setups previously described. We can see
that the binary turbocodes provide similar results, with a
clear advantage for the WiMAX one. The Eb/N0 values
of the binary turbocodes range from nearly 1.0 dB when

K = 20 to circa 2.65-2.8 dB in the Rayleigh fading channel,
while PCCCM evolves from 1.2 dB to 2.23 dB, crossing
the UMTS and CDMA2000 turbocode plots around K = 7
and clearly outperforming them in 0.5 dB in the worst case
scenario. The WiMAX duobinary turbocode resists better the
fading degradation, but PCCCM starts outperforming it around
K = 3, and the final PCCCM advantage is still circa 0.4 dB
for K = 0. The evolution of the curves as K → 0 evidences
the comparative robustness of this kind of PCCCM under flat
fading.

B. Phase Mapping vs. TTCM
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Fig. 16. Eb/N0 (dB) needed to reach a BER of 10−3 for different values
of K, ranging from 0 to 20.

When using CCM’s with phase mapping as constituent
encoders for PCCCM, the closest equivalent concatenated
system to perform comparisons with is the TTCM system
with PSK modulation [42]. For the sake of fairness, we set
the following parameters for the TTCM:

• 8-PSK modulation.
• N = 5500 bits/frame with symbol level interleaver and

symbol puncturing to obtain an overall rate of R = 1/2.
• Two parallel 64-states convolutional encoders.
• Random interleaver at bit level.
• Approximated Log-MAP SISO decoder with 15 itera-

tions.
The spectral efficiency obtained with this configuration is one
symbol per bit on the channel (i.e.: the symbol rate matches
the bit rate). The generator polynomials for the TTCM tested
are, in octal form, [117 26] [43].

For the PCCCM, as we use puncturing, we adapt the SISO
algorithm to cope with the missing symbols during iterative
decoding. The approach taken is as mentioned in Section
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II. The setup parameters are basically the same as in the
previous scenario. We reuse the N = 5500, S = 19 S-random
interleaver. The quantization factor is now chosen as Q = 5.
All the previous work on CCM has shown that, when Q ≥ 4,
the results are basically the same. This insensitivity to the
quantization factor is convenient from the point of view of
analysis, but, in practice, this means that there is no expected
gain with large Q values. So Q = 5 and 32-states CCM’s is
all the same a fair comparison setup.

In Figs. 17 and 18 the systems are compared under Rician
uncorrelated fast flat fading, with different K values. Note
the different trade-offs provided by the ImTM/ImTM and
by the ImTM/mTM setups. In Fig. 17, we can see that
the ImTM/ImTM system has an Eb/N0 pinch-off threshold
quite similar to the TTCM one under AWGN, but the former
behaves neatly better as K decreases. Nevertheless, the error
floor is kept quite high. Note how the bounds, calculated
according to the previously detailed principles, give a good
estimation of the final error floor location and the correspond-
ing slope.

In Fig. 18, we can see how the ImTM/mTM PCCCM is
slightly worse than the TTCM system for AWGN, but it
improves moderately as K → 0. On the other hand, the
resulting error floor takes fairly lower values. The bound is not
so tight as before, though it can help to locate a convenient
upper asymptote. The reason for the mismatch is related to
the fact that the distance spectrum of mTM is much sparser
than the ImTM one, so that the bound based on minimum
distance values overestimates the actual result. Nevertheless,
as in the case of the mTM deviations in the EXIT charts, the
results obtained are still useful to help in design and evaluation
tasks.
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Fig. 17. BER results in the flat fading channel for different values of K.
TTCM (dashed line) is compared with the ImTM/ImTM punctured PCCCM
system (solid boldline) of same spectral efficiency. Bounds are depicted in
dash-dotted line.

In Fig. 19, we have depicted the frame error rate (FER)
results for the same test cases considered in Figs. 17 and 18.
We can see here some interesting features that help to complete
the information given by the BER plots. The ImTM/ImTM
PCCCM FER results fail to overrun the TTCM FER results
for AWGN, K = 20 and K = 5 as seen before for the
BER. This is due to the fact that the number of bit errors per
frame is larger for the ImTM/ImTM PCCCM system than for
the TTCM one, at least until the systems are well within the
error floor region, where the BER and FER trends are quite
similar (meaning a similar number of bit errors per frame).
Nevertheless, this situation improves for the worst fading
scenario, K = 0, where the chaos-based system outperforms
TTCM in the waterfall region. In the case of the ImTM/mTM
setup, its FER follows closely the trends of the BER plots as
compared with the TTCM results, showing that they keep an
equal rate of bit errors per frame throughout the waterfall and
the error floor regions.

C. Discussion

In the last sections, we have been disclosing the use of
tools to delve into the characteristic parameters of parallel
concatenated systems under iterative decoding: the Eb/N0

pinch-off point, and the final error floor level. We have adapted
such tools for a whole class of chaos-based systems, and
the analysis and simulations show that they are ready to be
systematically employed in the evaluation and design tasks
when chaos-based coded modulations are involved. It is true
that there are some mismatches, specially in the presence of
CCM blocks with complex internal structure (e.g. mTM), but,
in the overall, EXIT charts and bounds, both in pure AWGN
or with uncorrelated fast flat fading channels, allow a good
estimation of the usable zone of a PCCCM system under
possible BER vs. Eb/N0 constraints.

On the other hand, the results obtained validate some
important improvements introduced with respect to previous
research work in PCCCM systems. The use of phase mapping
as opposed to simple amplitude mapping has shown to lead
to very low Eb/N0 pinch-off points (see Tables I-IV), very
remarkable indeed for a R = 1/2 rate concatenated system
[24]. This, in turn, has provided a large Eb/N0 margin to trade-
off with spectral efficiency by using puncturing. The BER
results compare successfully with TTCM equivalent systems,
specially in the fading channel, while the FER results give
further trade-offs and limits to be taken into account when
designing PCCCM systems. These in general seem to be
very robust against dispersive phenomena like flat fading. The
main inconvenient is their requirement of higher computational
resources [35], but the gains obtained can in fact be worth it.

As a consequence of all of this, we envisage that this kind
of chaos-based communication systems can find a direct appli-
cation in current leading-edge communications systems. In 4G
standards for example, the extensive use of the OFDM scheme
in the air interface to split a large bandwidth into orthogonally
separated one-tap equalizable narrowband subchannels is a key
scenario where, under sufficient depth symbol scrambling, the
modulated symbols on any subchannel would essentially be
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Fig. 18. BER results in the flat fading channel for different values of K.
TTCM (dashed line) is compared with the ImTM/mTM punctured PCCCM
system (solid boldine) of same spectral efficiency. Bounds are depicted in
dash-dotted line.

affected by uncorrelated fast flat fading [44]. Therefore, we
think that the next step will be to evaluate and analyze the
kind of systems presented here in the 4G-like MIMO-OFDM
environment and prove its usefulness and feasibility. On the
other hand, the concept of Adaptive Coding and Modulation
(ACM) [45] is gaining momentum in current technology devel-
opments, specially in satellite communications. The features of
PCCCM presented here, such as a flexible way of combining
coding and modulation with different performances and trade-
offs, makes it also a good alternative in contexts where ACM
is being applied.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have introduced a new kind of parallel
concatenated chaos-based systems by the addition of phase
mapping to the chaotic-like output samples, and we have
evaluated the possibilities of improving the resulting spectral
efficiency by using puncturing. We have shown that the
different alternatives, with phase or amplitude mapping, with
or without puncturing, are competitive as compared with other
standard systems in the Rician uncorrelated fast flat fading
channel. This is explained by the fact that chaos-based coded
modulated schemes, due to their sparser distance spectra,
provide a natural way to take advantage of the principle
of reducing error multiplicities rather than just focusing on
providing higher minimum distance values.

We have as well extended the EXIT chart and bounding
tools already used successfully in previous parallel concate-
nated chaos-based systems to the new contexts introduced here
and we have illustrated their usefulness. This casts a solid
ground for future developments in chaos-based communication
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Fig. 19. FER results in the flat fading channel for different values of K.
TTCM results (dashed thin line) are compared with ImTM/ImTM punctured
PCCCM system results (dashed boldline), and with ImTM/mTM punctured
PCCCM system results (solid boldine).

systems, as we can progressively rely more and more on
systematic and less ad-hoc principles. These tools and the
simulation results have provided a valuable insight into the
possibilities and trade-offs inherent to PCCCM systems, and
we are confident that they are ready to help chaos-based
communications to abandon their niche place in the field,
and become useful alternatives in next generation advanced
communication systems.
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